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Abstract This paper presents a new adaptive forecasting model using a knowledge guided artificial

neural network (KGANN) structure for efficient prediction of exchange rate. The new structure has

two parallel systems. The first system is a least mean square (LMS) trained adaptive linear com-

biner, whereas the second system employs an adaptive FLANN model to supplement the knowl-

edge base with an objective to improve its performance value. The output of a trained LMS

model is added to an adaptive FLANN model to provide a more accurate exchange rate compared

to that predicted by either a simple LMS or a FLANN model. This finding has been demonstrated

through an exhausting computer simulation study and using real life data. Thus the proposed

KGANN is an efficient forecasting model for exchange rate prediction.
� 2015 TheAuthors. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf ofKing SaudUniversity. This is an

open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Forecasting exchange rates is of prime importance for financial

institutions as well as companies with exposure to foreign cur-
rencies. Corporate with such an exposure must necessarily
hedge their foreign currency cash flows in order to protect their
profit from change in currency rates. However, hedging is
costly and can be avoided if it will be possible to protect cur-

rency rate accurately. Hence developing such an efficient pre-
diction based research methodology would be invaluable for
Banks and Companies. To achieve this an objective attempt

has been made by researchers to develop different models for
prediction of various exchange rates. The initial models sug-
gested in the literature are based on statistical methods
(Brillinger, 1975; Hannan, 1979) which assume that the data

are correlated and linear in nature. However, in practice it is
observed that the financial time series, particularly the foreign
exchange rates, do not satisfy such assumptions. As a result the

prediction of exchange rates by the conventional statistical
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methods is not satisfactory. To improve the prediction capabil-
ity the neural network based approach (Ziurilli, 1997) was sug-
gested which is basically adaptive in nature and required

training data constituting the past exchange rates to develop
the models. Amongst the various neural networks, the multi-
layer perceptron (MLP) (Haykin, 2004), the functional link

artificial neural network (FLANN) (Pao, 1989), the cascaded
functional link neural network (CFLANN) (Majhi et al.,
2009) and the radial basis function (RBF) (Haykin, 2002) have

been used for this purpose. In all these networks the learning
algorithms that are used are mostly derivative based algo-
rithms. In recent past evolutionary computing tools such as
genetic algorithm (GA) (Bhattacharya and Meheta, 1998),

genetic programming (GP) (Neely et al., 1997), particle swarm
optimization (PSO) (Kennedy and Eberhart, 1995), bacterial
foraging optimization (BFO) (Passino, 2002) have been also

employed to train the weights associated with the architectures
of different models. In Bansal et al. (2010), a framework for
intelligent interaction of automatic trading algorithms with

the user was presented. In Chang et al. (2009), a back propa-
gation neural network was employed to predict the buy/sell
points for a stock and then applied a case based dynamic win-

dow to further improve the forecast accuracy. In Atsalakis and
Valavanis (2009), a survey of more than hundred articles which
used neural networks and neuro-fuzzy models for predicting
stock markets was presented. It was observed that soft com-

puting techniques outperform conventional models in most
cases. Defining the structure of the model is however, a major
issue and is a matter of trial and error. In Venugopal Setty

et al. (2010), review of data mining applications in stock mar-
kets was presented. Huang and Jane (2009) presented a hybrid
model for stock market forecasting and portfolio selection.

Simon and Raoot (2012) explored the possible research strate-
gies in the accuracy driven ANN models. In Xu et al. (2008),
trend following (TF) degrades in performance in proportion

to the amount of fluctuation of the market trend. This finding
is important to the design of technical trading systems. It
implies that the fluctuation of market trend should be moni-
tored; when it exceeds a certain threshold the TF trading

should be paused to prevent loss. In Kumaran Kumar and
Kailas (2012), the prediction of future stock close price of
SENSEX and NSE stock exchange is found using the pro-

posed hybrid ANN model of functional link fuzzy logic neural
model. In Sheikhan and Movaghar (2009), a rich evolutionary
connectionist model is proposed, in which GA is used to deter-

mine the optimum number of input and hidden nodes of a
feedforward neural network, the optimum slope of nodes’ acti-
vation function and the optimum values of learning rates and
momentum coefficients. Empirical results on foreign exchange

rate prediction indicate that the proposed hybrid model exhi-
bits effectively improved accuracy, when compared with some
other time series forecasting models. These new models have

been reported to offer improved prediction performance par-
ticularly for high range of prediction. The drawback of evolu-
tionary computing approaches is high computational time as

these are population based algorithms.
In recent years many publications have appeared in the lit-

erature in the area of exchange rate forecasting. In Tsai and

Wu (2000), the higher order fuzzy time series is used to forecast
exchange rates. In another publication the authors (Minghui
et al., 2003) have proposed a sequential learning, neural net-
work named as minimal resource allocating network (MRAN)
to forecast various monthly exchange rates. They have shown
that this model predicts exchange rates better than the MLP
model. Kamruzzaman and Sarkar have recently applied

(Kamruzzaman and Sarkar, 2003) three ANN models for pre-
dicting exchange rates using historical data and moving aver-
age technical indicators. The Kullback information criterion

(KIC) has been tested (Seghouane and Bekara, 2004) on real
data to forecast foreign currency exchange rate with interesting
results compared to the classical techniques. The support vec-

tor machine (SVM) has also been proposed (Cao et al., 2005)
for exchange rate prediction with promising results. Recently
efficient prediction of various exchange rates has been sug-
gested by us (Majhi et al., 2006, 2007, 2009) using a novel

low complexity artificial neural network model. The authors
have demonstrated that this new model is computationally
simple but provides excellent exchange rate prediction

performance.
These foreign exchange rate forecasting models are essen-

tially adaptive in nature and are obtained by training them

with known time series data and using some standard learning
algorithms. Such type of models has limitations such as more
training time and less accurate prediction capability particu-

larly for high range. To improve the prediction performance
such as less training time and better accuracy alternative mod-
els can be developed. Keeping this objective in view the present
investigation has been made and a new knowledge guided

ANN (KGANN) forecasting model for efficient prediction of
various exchange rates has been proposed. A similar idea has
already been applied by us in estimating the path loss in mobile

communication (Panda et al., 2005). In the approach a crude
model using an adaptive linear combiner (Widrow and
Stearns, 2002) is first developed using past exchange rates as

input. This approximate model serves as a knowledge guide
to the overall model. To further improve the prediction perfor-
mance a low complexity single layer FLANN structure (Pao,

1989) is added parallel to the linear combiner model. The
weights of the FLANN model are trained using the same
known input data and combining the outputs of the two struc-
tures. It is expected that the hybrid structure would provide

superior prediction performance compared to the crude model
alone. It may be noted that in the first phase the weights of the
linear combiner are trained using standard least mean square

(LMS) algorithm whereas in the second phase the weights of
the FLANN are updated. During actual operation the
KGANN functions as a fixed model and the FLANN is used

as an adaptive model.
2. Development of knowledge guided ANN (KGANN) model

The KGANN hybrid adaptive model for the purpose of finan-
cial forecasting is shown in Fig. 1.

In the first stage an LMS model which is simple and robust
is generated using a linear combiner and the LMS learning

rule. To design this model, training patterns generated from
exchange rate series are applied sequentially and for each pat-
tern the output of the model is computed. This output is com-

pared with the corresponding target value and the error is
obtained. Using this error and the input the LMS algorithm
computes the change in weights of the model. The training

of the model continues with new input patterns until the
squared error diminishes progressively and settles at a
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Figure 1 Knowledge guided ANN forecasting model.
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minimum value. At this stage the final weights of the linear
combiner are frozen. The model then represents a forecaster
of the financial data. However its prediction performance

can still be improved by using the knowledge guided LMS
(KGL) model in one path of Fig. 1 and connecting a functional
link artificial neural network (FLANN) based adaptive model

in the other path. In this hybrid model the KGL acts as a fixed
model whereas the FLANN updates its weights so that the
resultant output of the two structures provides better predic-

tion performance. The FLANN is essentially a single layer sin-
gle neuron based structure with multiple nonlinear inputs. The
nonlinear inputs are generated from a pattern of features
expanding them using trigonometric or power series expan-

sion. In the proposed method trigonometric expansions are
used for achieving improved performance. The KGL provides
most of the desired output and the differential value is supplied

by the FLANN model. In the present case each input pattern
consists of three values: the normalized conversion rate of a
day, the mean and variance of eleven previous conversion val-

ues. Each of the three parameters is expanded to five values
and all the fifteen values are weighted and summed to produce
the output. For training the FLANN simple LMS algorithm is

used.
The basic operation of the linear combiner proceeds as

follows:
The general form of an adaptive linear combiner is shown

in Fig. 2. In this case when the input pattern is applied the out-
put of the combiner is represented as
• • •

LMS 
Algorithm

• • •

kx0

w0(n) w1(n) w(L-1)(n) 
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Figure 2 Adaptive linear combiner.
ykðnÞ ¼
XL�1

l¼0

wlkðnÞxlk ð1Þ

1 6 k 6 K

0 6 l 6 L� 1

l 6 n 6 N

where xlk, wlk(n) and yk(n) denote the lth input, lth weight and
output due to kth pattern and nth experiment respectively.

If the weight and input pattern vectors are expressed as

Xk ¼ ½ x0k x1k � � � xðL�1Þk �T ð2Þ

WðnÞ ¼ ½w0ðnÞ w1ðnÞ � � � wðL�1ÞðnÞ �T ð3Þ
then in matrix form the output is given by

ykðnÞ ¼ XT
kWðnÞ ð4Þ

The weights of the combiner are to be updated using LMS
algorithm. Generally for the adaptive linear combiner the
other data include a training signal, dk(n) which is the target

exchange rate. This is accomplished by comparing the output
with the desired response to obtain an error signal ek(n) and
then adjusting or optimizing the weight vector to minimize this

signal. The error signal is given by

ekðnÞ ¼ dkðnÞ � ykðnÞ ð5Þ
The weights associated with the network are then updated

using the standard LMS algorithm. The weight update equa-

tion of lth weight at nth experiment is

wlðnþ 1Þ ¼ wlðnÞ þ DwlðnÞ ð6Þ
where Dwl(n) represents the average change of weights after all
K patterns are applied and is computed as

DwlðnÞ ¼ 1

K

XK

k¼1

2gekðnÞxlk ð7Þ

where g is the learning rate parameter (0 6 g 6 1). This proce-
dure is repeated till the mean square error (MSE) of the net-
work approaches a minimum value. The MSE at nth

experiment may be defined as, n ¼ E½e2kðnÞ�, where E[.] denotes
the expectation operation.

A KGANN based forecasting model with FLANN as one
of the structures is shown in Fig. 3.

Let P represent the number of input patterns out of which
let K number of patterns be used for training and Q patterns
are used for testing the performance of the proposed model.
Hence P = K+ Q. Let each input pattern consist of L

feature elements and X represent the input training matrix of
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Figure 3 A KGANN based prediction model.
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dimension (K � L). vðk; lÞ; 0 6 k 6 K� 1; 0 6 l 6 L� 1
denotes an element of the matrix in which k and l stand for

the input pattern number and feature number respectively.
Each row of X is denoted as V(k) which corresponds to the
kth input pattern vector of L elements. Then each element of

V(k) is functionally expanded in a nonlinear manner using sine
and cosine expansions. Such transformation maps the input
elements nonlinearly and involves simple computations. The

elements s(k, t) of the expanded input vector correspond to
kth pattern generated from V(k) as shown in (8).

sðk; lð2mþ 1ÞÞ ¼ vðk; 0Þ
sfk; ð2m� 1Þg ¼ sin½fð2m� 1Þp � vðk; lÞ�
sðk; 2mÞ ¼ cos½ðm� 1Þp � vðk; lÞ�
m ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;M and l ¼ 0; 1; . . . ; ðL� 1Þ

ð8Þ

The symbol M represents number of sine or cosine expan-

sions. As a result the X feature matrix of size (K � L) after

nonlinear transformation generates the S matrix of size

(K � T), where T = L(2M + 1). For convenience let each
row of S be denoted as Zk, which is of size (T � 1), where

ZkðnÞ ¼ ½sðk; 0Þ; sðk; 1Þ; sðk; 2Þ . . . ; sðk;T� 1Þ�T ð9Þ
Thus Zk, the transformed feature vector corresponding to

kth pattern, consists of T elements and is used as input to a sin-
gle neuron neural network. This adaptive network is essentially
an adaptive linear combiner followed by a single neuron as

shown in Fig. 3. The weights h0ðnÞ; h1ðnÞ; h2ðnÞ; . . . ; hT�1ðnÞ
represent the elements of a weight vector H(n) at nth experi-
ment. During training process, each expanded input pattern
Zk is applied to the model sequentially and the desired finan-

cial value is supplied at the output. At any nth experiment
given the input, the model produces an output yk(n) which acts
as an estimate of the desired value, dk(n). The output of the

combined model is computed as

ykðnÞ ¼ y0k þ y00kðnÞ ¼ XT
kWþ fZT

kHðnÞ þ hbðnÞyg ð10Þ

where hb(n) represents the weighted bias input which depends
on the input pattern and whose weight corresponds to the opti-
mized weights trained in the first phase. The nonlinear function
f{.} is a two sided sigmoidal function. y0k is the output of KGN

model. The output y00kðnÞ of the FLANN model is given by

y00kðnÞ ¼ ffgkðnÞg ¼ 1� e�gkðnÞ

1þ e�gkðnÞ ð11Þ

The error signal ek(n) is the difference between the desired
response and the model output and is given by

ekðnÞ ¼ dkðnÞ � ykðnÞ ð12Þ
The error term ek(n) and the input vector Zk are employed

to the weight update algorithm to compute the correction
weight vector Dh(n). Let the reflected error is given by

dkðnÞ ¼ ekðnÞ � d0kðnÞ ¼ ekðnÞ � f0fgkðnÞg ð13Þ
where f0f�g represents the derivative of y00kðnÞ. Then the correc-

tion weight vector is given by

DhkðnÞ ¼ gZkdkðnÞ ð14Þ
In the same way the change in bias weight can be obtained

and is given by DhbkðnÞ ¼ gdkðnÞ. A new known feature pattern
is applied at the input and its corresponding Dh(n) is computed
The learning coefficient, g controls the convergence rate and

lies between 0 and 1. This procedure is repeated until all the
test patterns are applied. Application of all the K patterns con-
stitutes one experiment and at the end of each experiment K

sets of Dhk(n) are obtained Then the average change of weight
of the tth weight in the nth experiment is computed as

DhtðnÞ ¼ 1

K

XK

k¼1

DhtkðnÞ ð15Þ

where Dhtk(n) represents the change in tth weight at kth input

pattern of nth experiment.
The weights of the FLANN model is then updated accord-

ing to the relation

Hðnþ 1Þ ¼ HðnÞ þ DHðnÞ ð16Þ

where DHðnÞ ¼ ½Dh0ðnÞ Dh1ðnÞ � � � DhT�1ðnÞ �T ð17Þ
Similarly the bias weight for the nth iteration is given by

DhbðnÞ ¼ 1

K

XK

k¼1

DhbkðnÞ ð18Þ



Table 1 Exchange rates available for training and testing.

Currency

conversion

Date range Total nos. of data

available

Total nos. of patterns

generated

No. of patterns used for

training

No. of patterns used for

testing

1US$ to Indian

Rupees

73-01-01 to 05-

10-01

393 382 365 17

1US$ to British

Pound

71-01-01 to 05-

10-01

418 407 390 17

Note: The data show the average of daily figures (noon buying rates in New York City) on the 1st day of each month. The data have been taken

from www.forecasts.org.
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Figure 4a Comparison of convergence characteristics of knowl-

edge base and FLANN models of Rupees conversion for one

month ahead of prediction.
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The bias weight is then updated according to

hbðnþ 1Þ ¼ hbðnÞ þ DhbðnÞ ð19Þ
Experiments are then continued until the mean square error

(MSE) in the nth experiment defined as

MSEðnÞ ¼ 1

K

XN

k¼1

e2kðnÞ ð20Þ

attains a minimum value. When the training process is com-

plete, the connecting weights of the model are frozen to their
final values. The model so developed is then used for testing
with known exchange rates and for future prediction.

The KGANN model developed is a nonlinear adaptive

model and has the ability to approximate a known financial
time series through a supervised training. It is an elegant sim-
ple nonlinear model for prediction of future financial data. The

algorithm used in the FLANN is an optimum method for com-
puting the gradients of the error performance surface obtained
from the single layer FLANN with regard to adjustable

weights. Like the LMS algorithm the proposed algorithm is
robust with respect to disturbance or noisy data. The algo-
rithm also provides a promising model for extracting informa-

tion contained in the training data and storing in the weights of
the FLANN model. The simulation of the proposed model
using known exchange rates is carried out based on the
FLANN algorithm and its performance is evaluated using test

data. Subsequently the prediction of the future financial data is
carried out employing the past data as input to the proposed

model.

3. Design of input data

The present work introduces the KGANN model to predict
the conversion rates from 1US$ to Pound and Rupees. Some
common features from past conversion rates are extracted
for training and testing purposes. Each set of data is normal-

ized by dividing each value by the maximum value of each
set such that each normalized value is less than or equal to
unity. Normalization of input data is necessary for obtaining

correct trigonometric expansion. The normalized rate on the
first day of a month, the mean and variance values computed
up to the present month are considered as the inputs to model.

To obtain the mean and variance values of a given month
twelve conversation rates (present one and eleven preceding
values) are used. Table 1 shows the number of input patterns

used for training and testing purposes of all the conversion
rates.

4. Simulation study

To evaluate the performance of the proposed model the simu-
lation study of KGANN, FLANN and LMS models is carried
out to predict conversion rates of US$ to Indian Rupees and

http://www.forecasts.org
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prediction.
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British Pounds. The prediction durations are one month, three
months, six months and twelve months ahead. The learning
characteristics of the proposed model is shown in Figs. 4a

and 4b for Rupees exchange rate whereas the same for Pound
conversion is shown in Figs. 5a and 5b. At first the LMS model
is trained using the past features and subsequently the

FLANN model is trained using the combined output of the
KGANN model. The comparison of actual and predicted val-
ues using training data for Rupees is displayed in Figs. 4c and
4d, whereas the same for Pound is shown in Figs. 5c and 5d.

The convergence characteristics show superior performance
in all cases particularly in terms of minimum MSE and rate
of convergence. This observation is more evident from the

plots of Figs. 4c, 4d, 5c and 5d.
The results using test data are shown in Table 2. It com-

pares the average percentage of error associated with predicted

values of three different models. The mean average percentage
of error MAPE(k) is defined as
MAPEðkÞ ¼
PM

m¼1PEðmÞ
M

ð21Þ

where k represents the number of months ahead prediction is

made. PEðmÞ ¼ ðacrðmÞ � pcrðmÞ=acrðmÞÞ � 100%, acr(m)
= actual conversion rate of mth month, pcr(m) = predicted
conversion rate of mth month, PE(m) = the percentage of

error corresponding to mth month.
The results indicate that in all cases the proposed KGANN

model provides the best prediction of foreign currency rates
compared to other two methods. This observation is true for

all currency conversions and for all future months ahead.
Table 3 shows the actual and predicted exchange rates (US$
to Rupees and US$ to Pound) for one and twelve months

ahead. Table 3 clearly shows close prediction of exchange rates
by KGANN model.
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Table 2 Comparison of MAPE obtained from simulation

study of three different models.

Exchange rate Months’ ahead LMS FLANN KGANN

Rupees 1 1.1697 0.7966 0.7870

3 3.2902 1.9785 1.9409

6 4.8545 3.7054 3.0895

12 7.0189 6.2092 4.9019

Pound 1 2.1886 1.8434 1.8466

3 5.0808 2.8010 2.7827

6 6.7061 4.5978 3.7659

12 11.2544 2.1349 2.1896

The bold values signify that the MAPE values obtained by

KGANN method is the least compared to the other two methods

such as LMS and FLANN for all the rows.

Table 3 Comparison of actual and predicated exchange rates

uisng KGANN model.

Exchange rate Month’s ahead Actual value Predicted value

Rupees One 45.1800 43.8539

45.5000 45.1788

46.0600 45.4751

46.3200 46.0300

46.0500 46.2958

45.7400 46.0354

45.0300 45.7287

43.8500 45.0090

43.6200 43.8000

43.5800 43.5844

43.5900 43.5626

43.6400 43.5863

43.4100 43.6433

43.5200 43.4004

43.4300 43.5280

43.5500 43.4398

43.8500 43.5627

Twelve 43.6400 43.7848

43.4100 45.6560

43.5200 46.2308

43.4300 46.9453

43.5500 47.2052

43.8500 46.8484

1.8279 1.7867

Pound One 1.8438 1.8300

1.8203 1.8458

1.7937 1.8203

1.8077 1.7918

1.8607 1.8059

1.9286 1.8609

1.8797 1.9320

1.8871 1.8799

1.9043 1.8876

1.8961 1.9054

1.8559 1.8963

1.8177 1.8535

1.7507 1.8134

1.7944 1.7438

1.8064 1.7895

1.7651 1.8020

Twelve 1.8559 1.7694

1.8177 1.8090

1.7507 1.8184

1.7944 1.7842

1.8064 1.7485

1.7651 1.7588
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5. Conclusion

The existing studies based on ANN models to predict

exchange rate have relied mostly upon the LMS or the
FLANN models for the prediction. The present work has pro-
posed a hybrid model of foreign currency rate prediction by

combining both the LMS and the FLANN model together
that provides more accuracy and efficiency in prediction than
either the LMS or the FLANN individually.

Initially the simple and low complexity LMS model is

trained using known exchange rate data. After completing
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the training process the final weights of the combiner are fro-
zen. Subsequently the input patterns are applied to the com-
bined systems and the target currency value is compared

with the combined output. The resulting error signal is used
to update the parameters of the FLANN model so that the
overall system error is further reduced. The prediction perfor-

mance of the proposed model is compared with that obtained
by individual FLANN and LMS based models meant for var-
ious currency conversion rates and for various range of predic-

tion. Comparison of the simulation results reveals that the
proposed hybrid model is capable of making more accurate
prediction of various exchange rates compared to those pre-
dicted by individual FLANN and LMS based models.

The proposed hybrid model may be employed for long
range prediction of exchange rates as the fixed model performs
the basic prediction whereas the second adaptive model

attempts to predict the difference between the actual and the
true value. Further, future work can also be carried out in
choosing the right combination of the fixed and adaptive mod-

els. In addition appropriate weightage of both the outputs
needs to be evaluated so that the final output would be close
to the desired exchange rate.
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